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Welcome! 
Hello and welcome to the first alumni newsletter. As our chapter grows older and we 
begin to actually have alumni, we feel that it is ever important to keep those who have 
gone before us informed of their ol’ fraternity alma mater. Therefore, please take a 
moment to pour yourself a cup of tea or wine and catch up on the happenings of “the 
dear old gold and blue.” 

Spring Recruitment 2022 
One of the many major successes in ATO’s spring semester was spring recruitment. ATO 
garnered the single largest spring pledge class in Samford IFC History with recruitment 
led by recruitment chair Max Adams. When asked about the success of spring 
recruitment and how ATO was able to reach out to so many potential new members 

(PNMs), Adams said, “I think we are 
at a turning point for ATO in the fact 
that we have become a first choice 
fraternity for a ton of guys. I think 
we did a great job this spring of 
making an emphasis of having the 
events as a place for PNMs to come 
and then taking these PNMs out to 
dinner or over to our houses, and 
really hammering in recruitment 
there.” Spring recruitment, as 
Adams asserts, was such a success 
because of the simplicity of the 
events. By having straightforward 

and fun events like getting brothers and PNMs together to play video games or going to 
watch a Birmingham Bulls hockey game, ATO was able to reach out to more PNMs in the 
spring than any other Samford fraternity before. An emphasis was made for brothers to 
individually take responsibility for themselves to reach out to potential new members. 
This approach toward recruitment yielded great success, with ATO recruiting 19 new 
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members in the spring, a Samford IFC record as previously mentioned. Having this 
historic spring recruitment cycle in the books, the future of ATO is brighter than ever, 
and fall recruitment is poised to be an even bigger success.  

Brother Spotlight 

 Wesley Nance is a graduating senior 
and the former vice president of the chapter. 
Wesley is majoring in accounting, and he is 
going to be returning to Samford in the 
summer for graduate school. As a junior, he 
participated in a recruiting process for 
internships. He interviewed with 3 accounting 
firms overall and received offers from two of 
them. He decided to do his internship with 
RSM, an accounting firm in Nashville. He was 
taken on to do an audit internship during the 
winter busy season. This meant that he 
shadowed audit associates while they did 
fieldwork, worked in Excel and data analytics, 
and reviewed work papers.  For those who do 
not know, an audit is the third party to public 
companies that are hired to check financial 
statements. They are like the detectives of 
the corporate world. Wesley said this was a great way to get his foot in the door. While 
he did not get specialized in anything during the internship, he got exposed to valuable 
experience and learned to adapt on the job to new concepts. He said that his accounting 
background here at Samford helped him to get adjusted to the language used in the 
workplace. Wesley worked in Nashville with healthcare and manufacturing clients and 
then got to spend 2 weeks in Kentucky working with internal accountants. Overall, the 
internship lasted 7 weeks, from January to February, and included an exit interview to 
review what interns did well and what they could improve upon. The company was so 
impressed with Wesley’s work that they offered him a job after he finished graduate 
school, which he accepted.  
 Any brother will tell you that Wesley has been one of the most exemplary 
members of ATO. His work ethic, involvement, and cordiality make him an outstanding 
representative of the fraternity and of Samford as a whole. He has tutored several 
brothers in accounting and has helped give back to the chapter in many different ways. 
We are proud of Wesley and are elated for him as he begins grad school. 
 
 
 



Righteous Rock Climbing 
       In past Newsletters, we have been able to share a lot about different events and 
activities within the chapter. Our brothers have their hobbies and commitments outside 
of the chapter that we would like to share more about going forward. With that said, in 
this newsletter, we will be talking about our rock climbing brothers. Wesley Ledbetter is 
one of these brothers. Wesley started climbing the summer before his senior year of 
high school and fell in love. Wesley loves the encouraging environment that rock 
climbing creates. Multiple people climb to reach the top going through pain and 
exhaustion but have others there to encourage them in their climb. Wesley also enjoys 
the physical challenge rock climbing is for his body as he battles to the top. Josh Blazer 
shares this same passion for rock climbing.  Blazer admittedly just started climbing to 
impress a girl but fell in love with rock climbing. Blazer also shares the sentiment that 
rock climbing creates an encouraging environment because “people are always 
generally trying to help others figure out climbs.” Over the years, he has been able to go 
on climbs with other brothers: Kevan Coyle, Josh Chiodo, and Brice Boyer. Blazer hopes 

that any brothers 
interested in slightly 
interested in climbing will 
reach out to him or 
Wesley to ask questions 
or even go on a climb. 
Whatever new hobby or 
activity you may pick up, 
whether that be climbing 
or something else, make 
it challenging. Through 
Challenging experiences, 
we grow the most.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Alumni Highlight 
Ren Henry, (class of 
2018) was one of the 
founders of the 
Samford’s Chapter of 
ATO and served as a 
very strong leader in 
the Kappa Rho Chapter. 
Ren tended to work a 
lot with the various 
pledge classes during 
his time in Kappa Rho 
and served as the 

membership education chair. Ren was a strong reflection of what ATO is and always 
worked to find a solution to how ATO could be better than it already was. When in ATO, 
Ren loved his step sing performance freshman year and enjoyed being in step sing in 
general. He believed it was crucial for fraternity brothers to bond with each other and 
become closer with one another. The theme for step sing his freshman year was 
lifeguards and he and the rest of his brothers had a total blast. In addition, Ren really 
enjoyed and misses being in chapter. He believed chapter was a place where everybody 
could enjoy themselves and laugh at each other's jokes and humor. Joking around with 
the brothers and understanding each other's humor was something that he really 
enjoyed and misses being around. Furthermore, Ren mentioned how he misses the close 
network of fraternity brothers and being able to bond with them on a daily basis. Ren 
graduated from Samford in 2018 with a degree in management and entrepreneurship. 
He and his wife Gretchen moved to a townhouse in Atlanta and he works as an 
interconnected retail strategist where he helps people buy, sell, source cars, etc. The 
name of his company is ITP Motor Cars, based out of the Atlanta Area. In his free time, 
Ren and his wife like to travel. He enjoys driving around, and his work tends to blend in 
with his hobbies, so mainly automobile-related. Ren enjoys the food scene in Atlanta 
and is always exploring different cuisine in the Atlanta area. In addition, he likes to cook 
food on his own such as smoking various meats. The Kappa Rho Chapter of Alpha Tau 
Omega misses Ren dearly and we wish him nothing but the best! 

The Ball of a Lifetime 
Once every four years, Alpha Tau Omega throws the White Tea Rose Ball. Due to Covid-
19, this event that had originally been planned for Spring 2020, was pushed back an 
entire year. After much anticipation the executive board allowed Wesley Nance, Josh 
Chiodo, and the social committee to continue the plans for a formal. For many months 



on end our Social 
Committee planned and 
worked to throw the 
ball of a lifetime; they 
went above and 
beyond. As Wesley said, 
“This event served as a 
milestone proving that 
our chapter not only 
survived covid 
restrictions, but came 
out stronger on the 
other side.” From 

botanical gardens to candle-lit walkways, the venue gave everyone an experience that 
they will never forget. Seventy-five brothers and their dates sat together, ate fine 
cuisine, and enjoyed each other’s company. Laughter and joy filled the cool evening air. 
While people arrived, they served delicious mocktails, and people were professionally 
photographed. With two hundred people together dancing it up on the dance floor to 
the ten-piece band, the atmosphere there was amazing. When asked what their 
highlight of the evening was, many brothers mentioned how much they truly enjoyed 
the band and as Nick Hairston said, “I really enjoyed the band; it was an awesome 
experience.” Brothers danced and sang to various songs like “Sweet Caroline” and 
“Dancing Queen,” while many couples showed off their swing dancing skills. People 
loved the band and Sydney Baird, a date who attended the event, said that “the band 
was incredible! They had so much 
energy and made it really fun.” 
The ambiance under that pavilion 
was an unforgettable experience. 
Another date Ava Durelli said, 
“The dance was so fun! Everyone 
was dancing and I remember 
thinking that everyone just had a 
lot of fun together. The dance 
floor was never dead.” Everyone 
there had a blast and will 
hopefully remember this event 
for a very long time.  
 
 Wesley later said, “From 
the beginning this formal was 
designed to be a celebration of 



our chapter, and I truly believe it served that purpose. With this being my final formal, 
it will always be a special memory of my time as an active member of ATO and something 
I will always cherish.” Not only was it a time to enjoy being around each other, but events 
like this are special because all of the guys in ATO get to celebrate together and bond. It 

does not matter if 
you are a senior, 
junior, sophomore, 
or freshman, the 
love for each other is 
very evident. The 
mutual respect for 
all as equals made 
this event very 
memorable for all of 
those who attended 
and will leave 
everyone with 
happy memories as 

they look back on this event. As this event sets a very high standard for the next White 
Tea Rose ball, Wesley and Josh were “mindful of the tradition [they] were establishing 
and the expectations we want people to have for this event when it comes around again 
in 2026.” The White Tea Rose Ball was a huge success and full of amazing memories.       

 

 

 

Cones and Bones 
      
For ATO’s spring fundraising event, 
philanthropy chair Dowen Fife decided to 
host our first-ever “Cones and Bones,” 
helping to raise over $7500 for charity.  
Featuring two baby fluffy cows brought all 
the way from a brother’s family farm, 
patrons of “Cones and Bones” were able to 
see not only the animals but pet various dogs 
that the brothers brought from home while 
enjoying an ice cream cone on a hot day in 
the quad. With all the support, “Cones and 
Bones” was able to raise well over its goal, 
helping to bring vital support to both 
Manufactured Good and Love lady thrift.  
As one of ATO’s long-standing philanthropy, 
Manufactured Good, previously known as 



 
 

Magic City Woodworks, helps employ ex-convicts who are struggling to start their new 
life.  As a Christian non-profit, Manufactured Good helps teach the ethics of hard work 
to their employees all the while instilling Christian values in them.  With the help of 
Manufactured Good, dozens of ex-convicts have been able to get back on their feet, 
helping them to be able to become contributable members of society once again.  
 
Similarly, our other philanthropy Family Promise helps homeless families find shelter 
together.  At a typical homeless shelter, families end up split between men, women, and 
children, leaving them to fight homelessness separated from their families.  Family 
Promise works to keep homeless families together, allowing them to stay together while 
working to regain their independence.   
For philanthropy chair Dowen Fife, many setbacks took place prior to the event, the 
biggest one being a rescheduling of the event days before it was supposed to happen.  
In light of a storm coming through, the philanthropy committee worked as hard as 
possible to reschedule all the services needed for the event, having to make sure that 
patrons and volunteers knew what was going on.  Even with the rescheduling, however, 
“Cones and Bones” was still more successful than anticipated, drawing a larger crowd 
than in previous years. 
With its success, the philanthropy committee is looking for new, similar ways for Kappa 

Rho fundraising events, deciding 
that changing our signature event in 
the fall, “Tausgiving,” would be the 
best decision moving forward, 
seeing how much more successful 
an event like “Cones and Bones” is.  
Although no final decisions have 
been made, the philanthropy 
committee is working as hard as 
possible to find new, exciting ways 
to raise money, hoping that we can 
continue with similar success this 
spring.  
 

  


